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Tri State Distribution was founded in 2019 by a group 
of entrepreneurs who recognized a surging demand for 
reliable, high quality cannabis consumables. As veterans 
of the industry, they combined their years of expertise 
to fill this void left by a rapidly moving marketplace. 
 
Tri State Distribution is uniquely situated at the heart 
of the burgeoning industry. This logistical advantage 
allows for quick, efficient distribution of several unique 
brands, each providing a vast inventory of products that 
would stoke the excitement of any toking connoisseur. 
With the Southwest  region  thirsty  for  products  that  
consistently  achieve  the  pinnacle  of  quality,  Tri State 
Distribution is here to give the People what they want. 
 
Stressing quality over quantity, Tri State Distribution 
works closely with boutique cultivators and  experienced  
extractors  to  offer  a  higher  standard  of  quality  flowers  
and  extracts.  Tri State Distribution funnels their combined 
decades of knowledge into one mission; to bring you the 
best products with unbeatable dependability.

THE TEAM

S A L E S @ T R I - S TAT E D I S T R O . C O M

mailto:sales%40tri-statedistro.com?subject=General%20Inquiry


R O S I N T E C H L A B S . C O M

Purely focused on solventless extraction, Rosin Tech 
Labs is the connoisseur’s choice for premium cannabis 
concentrates. Our solution is clean, pure, and health 
conscious products. We continue from our award winning 
products line to an award winning cannabis line.

https://www.instagram.com/rosintechlabs/
https://weedmaps.com/brands/rosin-tech-labs
http://rosintechlabs.com/


L I V E  R O S I N  B A D D E R

I C E  W AT E R  H A S H

Ice Water Hash is a collection of trichome glands from a cannabis plant. Ice Water 
Hash is created by freezing the trichomes of the plant material via ice and water 
followed by gentle agitation to cleanly break the trichome heads and stalks off of 
the plant without bursting them. 

Once the trichomes have been broken away from the plant material, they stay 
suspended in the ice water. The trichome-rich water is then filtered through 
a series of screens to effectively separate the trichome glands based on size. 
Typically, the majority of desirable ice water hash is found in the range of 70 and 
160 microns depending on the strain. 

To finish, all of the ice water hash is separately collected and placed in a freeze 
dryer to extract the water from the trichomes while preserving the delicate qualities 
of the material. 

Live Rosin Badder is so named because of its cake batter-like consistency. It’s thick 
and clingy without fully crossing over into outright stickiness. The term “badder” arose 
from “budder”, another type of cannabis extract that’s not as crisp as shatter nor as 
runny as oil but rather somewhere in between. Badder is a bit lighter and typically not 
as dense as your average sample of budder. 

Our badder is made from curing Live Rosin in an airtight container with no added heat 
to achieve a stable fragrant consistency.

Depending on the strain, this process can take anywhere from a couple of days to a 
few weeks.

Live rosin is a solventless extract of which the starting 
material is made from fresh frozen cannabis. The fresh 
frozen material is first processed into ice water hash. The 
ice water hash is then pressed through a fine screen in 
between parchment using a combination of heat and 
pressure to further refine the resin into a particulate free 
solventless concentrate called live rosin. 

Because of this extreme care, the final extracted product 
boasts fresh terpenes and a potent cannabinoid profile. 

L I V E  R O S I N



R O YA LT H C . C O M

Royal Reserve is a premium, lifestyle cannabis brand 

created with the intent of providing a first-class 

experience on all that encompasses: premium quality, 

consistency, and royal treatment customer service.

https://www.instagram.com/royal_thc/
https://weedmaps.com/brands/royal-reserve/
http://royalthc.com/


O U R  S T O R Y

O U R  P R O M I S E

We have invested many years studying the 
industry, researching the best practices, 
perfecting our grow techniques, evolving our 
aptitudes through trial and error, trial by fire, 
often times by the seat of our pants, and other 
times full-steam ahead and with absolute 
conviction.

We immersed ourselves in our projects 
believing that one day, with the culmination 
of our efforts and the combination of our 
experience, we would develop a cannabis 
brand we’d be proud to share with our 
community.

We are pleased to say that day has finally 
arrived.

One of our greatest goals is to ensure you are completely satisfied with every 

Royal Reserve purchase you make. We believe the cornerstone of our business 

is our high quality product and customer service, and we vow to provide you 

both with enduring consistency.

INDOOR

GRAMS

EIGHTHS

PRE-ROLLS

P R E M I U M
F L O W E R



E M O J I E X T R A C T S . L I F E

Emoji Extracts is the superior choice for cartridges and 
extracts with an emphasis on flavor, quality, and experience.  
All our products are cultivated by accomplished growers and 
extracted by talented professionals so they can be enjoyed 
by you. Emoji Extracts, find your favorite flavor.

https://www.instagram.com/emoji.extracts/
https://weedmaps.com/brands/emoji-extracts/products
https://emojiextracts.life/


C O N C E N T R AT E S
1 GRAM JARS

SUGAR

SHATTER

BADDER

LIVE RESIN



H I T- I T O N C E . C O M

Born from the passion of a team of seasoned cannabis growers, Hit 
It Once is committed to bringing you only the most potent flower 
in the cannabis market. These pre-rolled joints are bursting with 
trichomes and terps that leaves no need for an encore. Get the right 
brand of pre-rolls that actually go the distance your consumers need.

https://www.instagram.com/_hititonce_/
https://weedmaps.com/brands/hit-it-once
http://hit-itonce.com


S T R A I N S

P R E - R O L L S

These pre-rolled joints come packaged in a 
pair with a lighter. Each joint is individually 
sealed to preserve the quality of the flower 
used. 

PURPLE PUNCH

ORANGE COOKIES

NEEDLES OG

WEDDING CAKE



P L U G P L AY. C O M

PLUGplay invites you to experience a cannabis vaporizer as advanced as it is 
convenient. PLUGplay is proud to debut their distillate oil cartridges and sleek magnetic 
batteries. Patients and 710 enthusiasts no longer have to choose between premium 
oil and a high-quality battery. Not only does PLUGplay supply a battery that stands out 
among vapes, but their extraction artists are dedicated to crafting premium distillate 
concentrates. Plug is the premium distillate vape cartridge offered in their DNA and 
Exotic lines and Play is the battery that makes easy access to euphoria and wellness 
possible.

https://www.instagram.com/plugplayallday_/
https://weedmaps.com/brands/plug-and-play
https://plugplay.com/


B AT T E R I E S

D N A  V S  E X O T I C S

1 GRAM PLUGS
DNA plugs are carefully crafted with original strain terpenes for their 
reputable taste and recognized effects. All Daytime plugs are infused 
with SATIVA dominant strains, Nighttime with INDICA dominant strains, 
and Anytime with HYBRID strains.

EXOTICS plugs are deliciously infused with natural flavors which give 
them their fun and fresh taste. All EXOTICS plugs are hybrids and can be 
enjoyed ANYTIME – ANYWHERE! Each flavor is carefully hand-crafted 
and goes through numerous testing assessments to ensure an overall 
balance in quality, taste and potency. 

Play vape batteries deliver a unique mechanism for cannabis vapor. Their sleek design 
offers more than an aesthetically pleasing battery; it also delivers in every aspect of 
convenience and performance. A fully charged battery will last for 350+ puffs. 

Each Play battery comes with a USB charger and encased in a sleek, stylish PLUGplaybox. 



T E R P 6 6 . C O M

In an era when we’re constantly told “you can’t have it all”, Terp 66 dares 
to bring you anything and everything you could possibly want in the form 
of a cannabis extract. Terp 66 promises unparalleled potency and terpene 
profiles extracted from top tier indoor flowers. Terp 66 enables you to treat 
your customers with the true cannabis experience, and the essence of 
simpler times.

https://www.instagram.com/terp66official/
https://weedmaps.com/brands/terp66
http://terp66.com/


C O N C E N T R AT E S
0.5 GRAM JARS

SUGAR

SHATTER

BADDER

LIVE RESIN



S E E D 2 S O U L . C O M

Always created and presented with Love. Always sourced 
from sustainably cultivated, organic flowers. Committed to the 
community, farmers, employees and customers that support our 
mission with fully-integrated teams ensuring quality processes 
and financial responsibility are being upheld. 

https://www.instagram.com/seed2soulfacility/
https://weedmaps.com/brands/seed-2-soul
https://seed2soul.com/


F L O W E R

P R E - R O L L S
If you are going to smoke a pre-roll, it should be 
from the finest buds on the cannabis plant, period. 
At Seed2Soul our mission is to provide the finest, 
clean, quality experience for our consumers. Unlike 
most other pre-rolls, we never use popcorn, smalls 
or trim and we never settle on anything other 
than providing the best experience and optimal 
enjoyment to our consumers.

Seed2Soul is born out of the legendary, premium, outdoor cultivation practices of our 
founder, Patrick King, known in the cultivation world as the Soil King. For all of our products, 
finding farmers that meet our strenuous criteria for quality could only be possible through 
the decades of relationships we have built with craft cannabis growers that share our 
passion and love for the finest user experience possible. If it says Seed2Soul on it, you 
can trust that it is small- farmed, organic, sustainable, clean, limited- production, hand-
picked, and loved from seed to soul.



H I G H L A N D PA N T R Y. C O M

Highland Pantry focuses on low dose, CBD forward mints designed 
to help you get proper sleep, relieve stress and anxiety, reduce 
inflammation - and of course, provide good times too! Many have 
even found our mints to have a positive effect their sex lives!

https://www.instagram.com/highlandpantry/
https://weedmaps.com/
https://www.highlandpantry.com


M I N T S
Highland Pantry low dose mints are mostly CBD with a touch of THC 
and come in three distinct dosages: 

MINI, MIDI and MORE.
All our mints contain zero calories and less than one gram of sugar 
so you can try a fresh approach guilt free.



C H U R C H C A N N A B I S . C O

Put simply, a Church is simply a place of worship — a hub for a like-minded community 
to come together and nourish their souls with whatever makes them whole. Passions 
like surfing, skating, music, or cars are increasingly including cannabis as a key 
ingredient. People are using cannabis as a tool to dive so deeply into their passions 
that they’re reaching previously unattainable levels of expertise and fanaticism. 
Church Cannabis not only provides the tool, but the community as well.

https://www.instagram.com/churchcannabisco
https://weedmaps.com/brands/church-cannabis-company
https://www.churchcannabis.co


C A R T R I D G E S B AT T E R I E S
With increased expertise comes a more refined palate. The 
Church Cannabis community doesn’t settle for less because 
they know the difference. They notice the finer details that 
are often missed by the untrained eye, and it shows in the 
products they produce.

A sleek design offers more than an aesthetically pleasing 
battery; it also delivers in every aspect of convenience. 



ORDER NOW
C L I C K  H E R E  T O  E M A I L

SALES@TRI-STATEDISTRO.COM

TRI-STATEDISTRO.COM

323.238.3170

TRISTATEDISTRO

1020 S. ROBERTSON BLVD.
LOS ANGELES CA,  90035

mailto:sales%40tri-statedistro.com?subject=Order%20Inquiry
http://tri-statedistro.com/
tel://323-238-3170/
https://www.instagram.com/tristatedistro/
http://tri-statedistro.com/
https://www.instagram.com/tristatedistro/
https://goo.gl/maps/7zbbVoZhavW1fSs96
tel://323-238-3170/

